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Abstract:
For over four decades, hip-hop has been a part of the American soundscape, drawing
from influences of jazz, rhythm and blues, disco, the spoken word, and rock. Hip-hop is one of
the cultural bridges between African Americans and the world. Countries spanning from the
United States to nearly every corner of the globe have heard and reproduced this influential
sound of lyrical poetry underlined with complex beats and rhythms. Although there is evidence
that many cultures have been introduced to hip-hop and rap as a newer or even “revolutionary”
mode of music, hip-hop is seen as a trend and not seriously perceived as an art form as evidenced
by decades of snubs and consistently being dismissed when compared to other musical art forms.
In this study I will focus on the legitimacy of the genre’s rise to high art. This paper will focus on
the artform of this musical genre through an analysis of its representation on Rolling Stone
magazine’s list of 500 Greatest Songs of all time comparing the original list published in 2004
with the updated version published in 2021. It will also consider elements of the artform’s
integration into the U.S. education systems, both pre-collegiate and higher, in order to
demonstrate the ascension of this African American artform. I will also include a quantitative
analysis of the extent to which albums by African Americans appeared on the Rolling Stone
magazine’s 500 Greatest Songs and 500 Greatest Albums list and when hip-hop solidified its
place in the top twenty spots of the coveted list.
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Introduction
Considered one of the most significant publications in music and culture, Rolling Stone
continues to be, as founder Jann Wenner expressed in a conversation with Ralph J. Gleason in
the summer of 1967, “A journalistic voice, a critical voice, an insider’s voice, an evangelical
voice—to represent how serious and important music and musical culture had become” (Siddall
2017). This statement could be interpreted as universal across many art forms, however, in
music, this verse is more divinatory as time marched on than perhaps Wenner could have
imagined, especially when one considers the path of African American music on its own terms.
In the context of human development, rebellion against societal norms has been a common
element in the ascension from adolescence to adulthood, and popular music has been one of the
major catalysts in aiding such rebellions. The author Joseph Kobarta comes to mind when
discussing this topic, specifically his analysis of Talcott Parson’s explanation of the expanding
baby boomer population: “the adolescent culture that emerged after World War II was a
functional mechanism for the societal control of the energy of the burgeoning generation”
(Kotarba 2013, 6). Through practice of athletics and dance (i.e., rock ‘n’ roll), adolescents’
potentially deviant activities (i.e., sex and aggression) are brought under the supervision of
adults. Even with these supposed mechanisms in place, in the 1950s and 1960s there was still
heavy rebellion from youth, which was most heavily demonstrated in music. There have been
many accounts describing teenagers becoming increasingly rebellious toward their parents,
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listening to rock music, and spending money frivolously. After World War II teens were
expected to see the world in a more serious way, meet someone of the opposite sex, settle down,
and have children. These young people had little to no influence on the decisions made by older
generations. By the 1950s and 1960s this expectation changed. Their parents, having gone
through the trials of two World Wars and a depression, began to focus on nurturing youth.
Parents began to see education as increasingly important for children, more so than joining the
military. Instead of working, children were going to school and receiving allowances, and
spending more time engaging in leisure activities (Townsend 2018)
This new independent youth was often at odds with their parents. Music was often the
first apparent factor at odds with the adult generation. Before WWII, the music teens were
exposed to was often that of their parents, which was often “white music” like that of Tin Pan
Alley, the Dorsey Brothers, Bing Crosby, or melting pot black music adapted to white tastes,
such as swing or the blues (Townsend 2018). There were black musicians like Scott Joplin and
Cab Calloway who were famous ragtime and jazz musicians, but the genre was often
expropriated, appropriated and assimilated for the fame of White artists.
With the rise of a growing population that had the economic means to dictate what was
popular, radio stations had little choice but to begin playing to listeners’ tastes. This caused more
conservative stations to begin changing their formats. This new format of programming featured
more music first recorded and performed by black artist, now performed by white artists, called
“rock and roll,” a term coined by disc jockey Allan Freed in the early 1950s, thus creating a new
generational gap between parents and their children. Not surprisingly, parents—many of whom
listened to music by artists like Frank Sinatra and other more mellow and mainstream
musicians—condemned rock as loud, mindless, and dangerous. The city council of San Antonio,
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Texas, for example, banned rock from the jukeboxes at public swimming pools. The city council
declared that the music, attracted “undesirable elements” given to practicing their gyrations in
abbreviated bathing suits. A minister in Boston, Massachusetts, complained that “rock and roll
inflames and excites youth” (Ritchie 2006).
In “Teen Rebellion in the 1950’s and 60’s,” Cameron Garcia notes, “Black music and its
imitators were popular among teenagers, who formed a demographic category unto themselves,
especially from a market perspective.” This caused a panic among the parents of teenagers who
now made up this demographic. Parents blamed rock and roll, saying that it was “brainwashing”
their teens. They worried about losing control of their young people, a topic that was most visible
in the national concern over juvenile delinquency in the 1950s (Garcia 2012).
Fast-forward two decades to the birth of hip-hop and rap. Hip-hop can certainly fall
among the top of the list of controversial music genres. Rap music has often been described by
parents as having a negative influence on young people looking to rebel against societal norms.
In The 21st Century Hip-Hop Minstrel Show: Are We Continuing the Blackface Tradition?,
Raphael Heaggans references many well-known black celebrity figures, such as Oprah Winfrey,
The Source magazine author Demetria Lucas, and rapper Nas as having likened hip-hop to a
minstrel show. Heaggans then introduces the label “unconscious hip-hop” when giving examples
for his comparison:
Unconscious hip-hop has become markedly minstrelsy in nature. Minstrel shows—performed
heavily during the 19th century by Whites in blackface—consisted of comedic skits, music, and
dancing that portrayed the Black person as ignorant, misogynistic, lazy, greedy, and buffoonish.
The minstrel shows entertained Whites who watched actors in blackface portray stereotypic
notions of Black culture. (Heaggans 2009, xi)
As hip-hop and cultural scholar Travis Gosa points out, Heaggans’s argument is hip-hop
has recycled the negative stereotypes placed upon black culture in the form of the minstrel shows
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of the early nineteenth-century. It has effectively become a new millennium minstrel show.
Minstrelsy is conventionally understood to be a significantly new synthesis of vernacular forms,
was in fact not the inception but rather the culmination of an exchange, and rooted in the
combination of culture-crossing vernacular idioms that significantly predate the first theatrical
blackface performances (Smith 2013).
While I do not disagree with his claim that hip-hop culture does present plenty of
negative stereotypes like the glorification of drugs, violence, and misogyny, I argue that his idea
of neo-minstrelsy is driven by an economically constructed idea of corporate pragmatism. I am
using pragmatism in the sense of being able to derive results using practical and logical actions.
The focus of this ideology is to get to the result and answer questions regarding how to get
certain things done for profit. Matthew Morrison’s “race-based epistemology” “Blacksound” is a
poignant counterpoint that addresses the ways in which popular entertainment, culture, and
identity have been shaped by the sonic and embodied legacy of blackface minstrelsy in and
beyond the United States using Shana Almeida’s definition: “Shana Almeida defines a racebased epistemology as one that challenge[s] the epistemological practices and activities that
naturalize western ways of thinking. Race-based epistemologies serve to de-center and
contextualize western ways of thinking and knowing, to define their limits.” (Morrison 2019, 2)
This idea is brought to light early in the introduction of Tricia Rose’s The Hip Hop Wars:
The big media outlets that shape this conversation, such as Time/Warner, News
Corporation, Bertelsmann, General Electric and Viacom, do not frame hip hop’s stories
in ways that call for a serious treatment of sexism, racism, corporate power, and the real
historical forces that have created ghettos. (Rose 2008, 6)
Critics often tend to reiterate many of these factors when considering hip-hop/rap, yet,
Rolling Stone has been one of the only predominantly white publications to represent the genre
from as emic a position as it possibly can. This is not to say that the publication hasn’t had its
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missteps when considering black artist and their creations, however throughout its more than five
decades of print, it is one of the few that features articles and lists where rap still competes
alongside predominantly white music and artists.
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Chapter 1
Hip-Hop is Complex1 (Like the Magazine)
In 1993 Marc Louis Milecofsky started a T-shirt company out of his parents’ garage in
Lakewood, NJ. It was there that Marc began creating and marketing T-shirts with his own
designs, customizing hip-hop clothing, and airbrushing women’s fingernails. Milecofsky went on
to attend Rutgers University to study pharmacy after high school. During his time in college, he
painted graffiti and practiced drawing, using “Eckō” as his tag. It was this name that later
became the moniker of his clothing enterprise Eckō Unltd., now a billion-dollar global fashion
company. In his third year, the school’s dean encouraged Eckō to take a year off and pursue his
passion for the arts, after which, he decided not to return to school and instead continued to
pursue his creative endeavors. In 2002, Eckō envisioned launching a magazine mixing and
matching street art, hip-hop, fashion, and pop culture without regard to race. By 2012,
Complexhad reached critical acclaim as a digital media network second to none (Kenner, 2020).
As the name of the magazine implies, Eckō’s trajectory is as complex as one can imagine
when exploring artistic creativity. When discussing music, I can say that even in its simplest
form there exist complexities that warrant consideration. Consider the following question: Who
were the first musicians, and what were the first sounds that registered as music? Scholars have
studied this question at length through disciplines like music theory, anthropology, musicology,
and ethnomusicology. “Music” is sometimes simply defined as vocal or instrumental sounds (or
both) combined in such a way as to produce beauty of form, harmony, and expression of emotion

1

Complex was the name of the magazine (launched in 2002 and now defunct), while Complex Networks is the

name of the larger media and entertainment company.
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(Merriam-Webster 2021). It can also be described as the art of arranging sounds in time to
produce a composition through the elements of melody, harmony, rhythm, and timbre. It is one
of the universal cultural aspects of all human societies. As simple as these definitions are, many
may agree that music is much more complex than its definition and hip-hop/rap is certainly a
genre that embraces many of its own complexities.
In chapter one of Heaggans’s book, he presents a section entitled “Brief History of Rap”
which is meant to enlighten the reader on the five elements of rap—emceeing, deejaying,
breakin’, graffiti, and beatboxing. As I read the section it gave me an instant feeling of distress.
To begin, the title of his book is aimed at hip-hop, which is fine, but then we read this list of
elements and he specifically attaches them to rap. Immediately I wondered if Heaggans is trying
to confuse us or is it that his definition is just out of sync with the culture entirely.
He recounts that rap was born at 1520 Sedgwick Avenue in the South Bronx, New York
City, in the 1970s (Heaggans 2009, 23)—a tale that many modern music academics are quite
familiar with. If we look at Billboard’s December 4, 1999, issue, we see the same instance that
Heaggans claims rap began, he give it the alternative signature of hip-hop. He then segues into
his iteration of the evolution of rap into hip-hop through very limited and almost seemingly
biased negative examples. He explains:
Rap music’s beginnings held an international influence. DJ Kool Herc was born in
Jamaica (as well as Sandra ‘Pepa” Denton of Salt-N-Pepa). Doug E. Fresh, known as the
human Beat box, was born in Barbados; Richarch Walters, better known as “Slick Rick”
is from London, England. Afrika Bambaataa and DJ Grandmaster Flash, while born in
the United States, have cultural roots in Barbados. (Heaggans 2009, 25)
This information is true; however, it would help to establish a chronological context that
Heaggans did not provide.
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I will start with DJ Kool Herc’s first block party on August 3, 1973. These parties
featured Herc or other well-known DJ’s spinning popular records on their turntables while a
featured emcee would rap over the break of that record, or a break dancer would try out their
complex moves and battle other performers from different neighborhoods and boroughs. This
event organized by DJ Kool Herc is well known and accepted by many hip-hop historians as the
"birth" of hip-hop. Concurrently, Keven Donovan, later known as Afrika Bambaataa, would lend
his influence in the creation of hip-hop’s culture. In 1973, Bambaataa organized local hip-hop
luminaries into the Universal Zulu Nation in an effort to promote peace and unity among Bronx
gangs (Toop 2012). Doug E. Fresh, Slick Rick and Salt-N-Pepa were not considered influential
artists until over a decade later.
Doug E. Fresh, known as “The Original Human Beatbox,”2 broke through in 1985 with
the release of one of rap’s classic tracks, “The Show.” Joined by partner Slick Rick, the single
matched rhymes with a bizarre array of human sound effects, courtesy of Fresh (Larkin 2006). I
will cover these unique performance techniques and other practices in the next chapter.
In an interview with Get Fresh Crew member Chill Will, Fresh explains that the song was
such a hit, “We toured so much [and] didn’t even have a chance to do the album” (Smith 2010).
Cheryl James, aka Salt and Sandra Denton, aka Pepa grew up in Queens, New York City. They
became telemarketers and envisioned a career in nursing until fellow colleague and part-time
producer Hurby “Luv Bug” Azor stepped in. He asked them to rap for his group the Super
Lovers (credited on record as Super Nature) on the answer record to Fresh’s “The Show.” They
started recording as Salt-N-Pepa, which was adapted from the Super Nature recording

Imitating percussive sounds and rhythms by placing one’s mouth directly on a microphone to create the beats that
rappers use to perform lyrics over.
2
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“Showstopper” (Larkin 2006). This was a year after Fresh and Rick’s 1985 debut.
Chronologically, Heaggans’s account neglects several artists that may not have been as
famous in the creation of hip-hop as a culture but are certainly influential to the genre. Artists
such as Whoodini, Melle Mel, Kool G Rap, Special Ed, Mantronix, Dimples D, MC Trouble,
The Fatback Band featuring King Tim III, and Cold Crush Brothers. These artists are incredibly
important to consider in the overall study of this genre, especially if someone is going to
critically declare the culture all together as representing a twenty-first-century minstrel show. For
example, when Heaggans references Nas suggesting that “the Hip-Hop industry should be
destroyed,” he gives no citation to that reference, nor does he provide due diligence into Nas’s
own history in cultural self-identification.
Many of the names I have mentioned are artists who were pivotal to the influence of
Nas’s music and stylistic development. Nas is regarded as one of the greatest and most
influential rappers of all time. As an artist that has been in the game for more than 30 years, he
has been pivotal in hip-hop culture for his steadfastness in maintaining the foundation of the
culture, using it not only to tell his story and that of the world in which the culture derives, but
also to advance the idea that black people are much more than the negative images the world
sees in media. When it comes to the complexities of hip-hop and rap, Nas is a prime example of
the intelligence and creativity of technique that such artists present in their art.
For example, on Nas’s 2006 album Hip-Hop Is Dead, his track entitled “Who Killed It?”
chronicles the history of hip-hop through his lyrics paying homage to 1940s film noir. The song
begins with a sample of hip-hop legends Eric B. & Rakim’s “I Ain’t No Joke,” a simplistic break
beat reminiscent of the late-80s’ “Boom Bap” hip-hop sounds which have roots in the breaks that
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one would hear from DJ Kool Herc. 3 In this track Nas plays the role of a film noir–style
detective trying to solve a murder case. During the remainder of the track, Nas walks us through
a dialogue with himself trying to comprehend the events that led up to several murders.
Throughout the song Nas cryptically mentions the names of several hip-hop greats that
influenced him growing up, with each verse chronologically designed to outline an era of hiphop as they are simultaneously used by Nas to outline the various crime scenes. Throughout the
rest of the track, he also mentions the titles of early famous hip-hop songs as they pertain to the
chronology of the genre itself. This track also features a unique structure that resembles more of
a story board poetic form than traditional rap songs. For example, the first verse ends at the
1’33” mark of the track which is only 3‘10” long. This is reminiscent of how some early
American films structured episodic material within a full feature. At the end of Verse 1, as he
finally meets the suspected killer, his dialogue alludes to the famous 1986 Eric B. & Rakim
single “Eric B. For President” off their most notable album Paid In Full. In the last two stanza of
the verse, Nas raps:
Behind the street lamp was a silhouette
White gloves and a real long cigarette
What do ya know all this time she’s got me in her scope
She spoke says the devil got you guys by the throat
Your conspiracy theories won’t work without evidence
That’s the reason why Eric B is not president
Well what do ya say
I interpreted this as Nas alluding to the controversy that Eric B. speaks about in his
interview with Allhiphop.com, discussing why Marley Marl wasn’t credited as the producer of
the track. In 2008, Marley Marl claimed he produced the duo’s debut twelve-inch single, despite

3

Boom Bap is a style of hip hop signified by a hard bass drum and snapping snare. The frequency level of these
audio signals are adjusted to the forefront of the beat.
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only getting credited as a studio engineer. Eric B. told the website, “I took the records to Marley
Marl’s house in Queensbridge and paid Marley Marl to be the engineer. Marley got paid. That’s
why he’s not a producer, that’s why he is not getting publishing. I brought the music. I just
couldn’t work the equipment because that’s not what I did” (Doelen 2018).
In this first chapter, I have given examples of all five elements of hip-hop/rap and how
they were used to enrich specific artists, techniques and events not only within the genre, but
across a medium or creative platform. Art is said to be the expression or application of human
creative skill and imagination, often in a visual form such as painting or sculpture, producing
works to be appreciated primarily for their beauty or emotional power. In these few examples of
hip-hop and rap, the concept of this definition is very present. The artistic skills, cultural
examples and history displayed can be used as evidence of refinement and sophistication when
compared to other forms of creative works considered high art.
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Chapter 2
Check the Technique… And the Style Too!
In “High Art versus Low Art,” John Fisher quotes Ted Cohen who said, “If the
distinction between high art and low art is like the distinction between art and non-art, then why
do we need both distinctions?” (Fisher 2013). An individual’s perception of any subject matter
can potentially be molded by the environment that the individual has been exposed to. Moreover,
there is the concept of the framework in which the environment is based and the power structure
that controls it. Hip-hop/rap, like the culture and people that birthed the genre, are testaments of
surviving in a domain that rarely afforded them any chance for progress. Yet, nearly four and a
half decades later and it not only survives but defines itself as something to be considered more
than simply organized noise.
In the previous chapter I mentioned the famous designer Marc Eckō and his multi-billiondollar fashion company Eckō Unltd.4 It is safe to say Eckō‘s brand’s popularity and success are
largely attributed to hip-hop/rap and black culture. Fashion can be simply defined as a popular
trend, especially in styles of dress and ornament or manners of behavior. However, I would like
to focus on the word “Style” within the context of this definition and that of artistic expression.
Art and style are an essential part of creative expression, whether it is visual or sonic. Style can
simply be stated as the manner of doing something or the design or make of a particular form. I
would like to think of style as a distinctive expression determined by a particular way in which a
creator designs their expression.

In March 2013 Marc Eckō sold his remaining 49% interest in Eckō Unltd. to Iconix Brand Group, Inc. who is now
the owner.
4
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Fisher refers to P.O. Kristeller’s paper “Modern Systems of the Arts” which seems to
provide a basis for the distinction between high and low art. He argues that eighteenth-century
thinkers for the first time grouped certain arts together into a separate and coherent group of
activities and artifact with a distinctive character; these were the “fine” arts (Fisher 2013, 474).
This is a great foundation to use in this paper as it represents a clear distinction to illustrate the
nature of how hip-hop/rap has historically been marginalized and represented in predominantly
white power structures. In 1985, former Second Lady Tipper Gore and three other women
created the Parents Music Resource Center (PMRC). This group was one factor of many that
advocated for the “Parental Advisory Explicit Content” sticker that adorned the CD jackets of
almost every hip-hop/rap album found on the shelves of retailers across the country. History was
repeating itself in the same way that I discussed rock and roll earlier.
The PMRC seemed to almost exclusively focus on hip-hop/rap music at the time for its
perceived abhorrent and degrading imagery and lyrics. However, I believe this was a visceral
reaction to the realization that hip-hop/rap was not simply the passing fad that some predicted it
would be. This music was burrowing its way into the core of popular music, and with every beat
and provocative lyric, it was embedding itself into the very citizens that the PMRC claimed to be
protecting, that is, young people. Young white Americans were the perceived victims of this
affront to the moral fabric of the nation. However, like the rebellious rock and roll youth, these
events only seem to inspire more rebellion as the controversy—as always—would only prove to
exacerbate the genre’s infamy and, in turn, recruit legions of new listeners curious about the
culture.
The PMRC and other organizations that control the idea of what is acceptable art and
what is not are simply more modern forms of the power structure that stands on the paradoxical
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concept of High Art. Ted Cohen speaks to this paradox in the following quote from Fisher’s
paper:
If the distinction between high art and low art is like the distinction between art and nonart, then why do we need both distinctions? Suppose I am already lumbered with an
art/non-art device, shouldering it because I cannot seem to get along without it. Why do I
also drag along a wedge for separating high art from low art? What extra work does it
do? (Cited in Fisher 2013, 473)
Hip-hop/rap, like many other black creations, has thrived in its fight to overcome these
paradoxical barriers. For example, the more it is policed and vilified for its content, the more it
seems to resonate with the people who love it. But what is it about this unique artform that
continues to churn forward and evolve? How is it that this culture has become a global presence
so strong that you can find its existence in the most unlikely corners of the globe? I would argue
that it’s the style, specifically the distinctive expressions, determined by the particular ways in
which each creator of the art designs their expression.
High art is revered for what it evokes to those who cherish it’s existence. The Mona Lisa
is not just a painting to the world of art lovers, it is a masterpiece—an example of what humans
can create from a blank canvas. As with many things, there is good and bad and hip-hop/rap is
not immune to this. But through many of the examples I have mention, hip-hop/rap can be
viewed as an ultimate embodiment of that concept as well, but even more so, it is approachable
from what can be considered the converse or high art. Take for instance the ideal of prestige in
the world of fashion. It was not long ago that labels like Louis Vuitton, Prada, and Gucci were as
separate from black culture as integration was from segregation. In an October 2021 article on
the website Fashionbeans.com, Tom Banham gives a poignant example of this situation. He
describes how in 2002 stylist Rachel Johnson went into a Burberry store in New York to request
some articles of clothing for a photoshoot for her then client, rap artist JaRule. He quotes her as
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saying, “They didn’t want him to wear their stuff …. People have this stigma with the urban
community” (Banham 2021). She goes on to say that after she purchased the clothes anyway and
did the photoshoot with JaRule, draping him in the exclusive high-end clothing line, his fans
instantly flocked to purchase the signature brand as well. Burberry even sent JaRule a letter of
thanks because his popularity increased the brands revenue.
The article continues with examples of other well-known hip-hop/rap artists and how
they not only elevate brand’s that seemed to be out of reach to their fanbase but go on to create
their own brand that compete alongside these coveted ones. It wasn’t long after this that artists
had their own epiphany regarding hip-hop/rap’s power over style. The editorial director of
Hisnobiety.com, Jian DeLeon was very straightforward about it, stating, “With hip-hop being the
de facto sound of youth and rebellion, a lot of the prominent artists—be it Beyoncé or Kanye
West or ASAP Rocky—are now like, ‘Why am I giving people free press?’” (Banham, 2021).
The idea that hip-hop/rap is just music is no longer relevant. Speaking from an emic perspective,
it was never that. Historically, the use of luxury within the context of the genre was more of a
statement that asserted, you can’t stop “us” from attaining the unattainable. This sentiment can
be traced back even further with example from soul music artists like Isaac Hayes and Barry
White. For instance, Morris Mitchell writes about White’s style of black masculinity and the way
it spoke to us of wealth (Mitchell 2013). In fact, without the influence of the culture, who is to
say where these brands may have found themselves today.
It is undeniable that style is a profound indicator of discerning specific artists from one
another. According to a recent article in Artland magazine, different artistic tendencies or styles
can be grouped in collective titles known as movements (Artland Editors 2021). The article goes
on to describes 29 different movements and styles, giving in-depth explanation of some of the
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famous artists and art associated with each. Styles like Abstract Expressionism and its
association with the art of Jackson Pollock, to Dadaism and the revolutionary art of Marcel
Duchamp fall into the paradox of high art I spoke about earlier. Each of these movements and
styles have been elevated by the creators’ ideas and philosophies. The work and expression of
each piece they have produced are topics of scholarly studies and inspired generations of creators
to do the same. In this sense, hip-hop/rap is no different. One could say that in some way, both
forms of expression have experienced some attempt of being suppressed by society. Yet when it
comes to Black creative expression, the same power structure that would now accept and revere
that high art, still struggles to do the same with this form of it.
When John Legend and Common accepted their Oscar for the song to the film Selma,
Legend quoted Nina Simone’s famous words, “An artist's duty as far as I’m concerned is to
reflect the times.” Simone continues with, “I think that is true of painters, sculptors, poets,
musicians.” Hip-hop/rap is a collection of struggles, a manifestation of expression from the
unseen. It is an energy of its people, places and passion. It is also the expression of violence,
poverty, distrust, and aggression. In “Hip Hop Is High Art—It’s Time to Start Treating It as
Such,” hip-hop and politics writer Dario Lorenzo declares it is time to give hip-hop/rap its due:
“It is resilience, persistence. It is struggle and pain, transmogrified into beauty through the
sorcery of wordsmithing and cadence. It is high art. And it is high time it got its recognition as
such” (Lorenzo 2021).
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Chapter 3
Akademiks: Hip-Hop and College Curricula
Livingston Allen moved to the United States from Spanish Town, Jamaica, in 2001 at the
age of ten. He went to high school in New York City and, upon graduation, attended Rutgers
University to study Biomathematics. While there he also discovered his passion for music
production and eventually began DJing under the moniker DJ Akademiks (Okafor 2019). I chose
to use this artist’s name as part of the title of this chapter because I think it is particularly clever.
It encompasses more than just a play on words. It evokes the journey of progressing from
adolescence to adulthood; the idea that education is a right for all people; and the creativity of
being able to take a word and simply changing one letter to create a brand that is now recognized
worldwide. Even more, this name embodies the academic institutions that sheltered some of hiphop/rap’s artists and inspired them to begin their musical journey into the genre. But, what about
the street? Isn’t rap music about the street? Sure, it is, but the idea of academics is still present in
those same streets, and now it has found its way into higher academia as well.
In 1991 Howard University, one of the most well-known historically black colleges and
universities in the United States, offered its first college-level Hip-Hop-specific course. Thirty
years later, in 2021, the multi-disciplinary subject of Hip-Hop culture can be seen in curricula at
top-ranked PWIs such as Harvard, Penn State, USC, UCLA, Stanford, Rice, Duke, Princeton,
and NYU. 5 I remember in 1998, I was in high school having a heated debate with my English
teachers about the legitimacy of considering rap as poetry. I was defending my analysis of Nas’s

5

PWI = Predominantly White Institutions.
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song “Take It In Blood,” for which I received a grade of F. I remember feeling particularly
devalued when one of them said, “Just because you rhyme words together doesn’t make it
poetry.” At the time I could not decide how I felt. After all, I wasn’t even sure how to argue this
point with someone who was presumably an expert in the subject. However, this is a moment I
often return to when discussing hip-hop/rap, especially as it crosses the threshold of academia.
The dismissal of hip-hop/rap music was common in arenas of higher learning, and it was not
until later when I looked back on my experience that I realized how apparent it was. I thought
back to the lyrics in Nas’s song and thought, did this teacher even read the lyrics or did that
switch of elitism that often comes with analyzing BIPOC culture automatically switch on when
they came across the first obscene word in the second stanza of the first verse?
It was common back then for a conversation to take place defending hip-hop/rap as an
artform, especially against the examples often found in its content opponents of the music
construct stereotypes simply because the environment was not ready to face it. That discussion
with my teacher resurfaced again when I read Patricia Sorrentino’s entry in the 2011 volume of
Yale-New Haven Teacher’s Institute Curriculum Resource. In her entry, “The Beats in Poetry
and the Poetics in Rap: Learning the Elements of Poetry through Rap Lyrics and Applying Those
Learned Elements to Poetry,” she embraces the techniques of hip-hop/rap music and uses them
to help teach students about poetry. She states,
Poetry, like rap, creates an inherent beat due to the chosen words and the creative
placement of those words. If students can begin to hear the beat the words alone make in
rap, they will be able to then hear a poem’s beat… (Sorrentino, 2011)
This viewpoint is very different from that of my teachers when I was in high school. The
rationale for Sorrentino’s project stemmed from the need to curve student distraction from
electronic devices. Where some teachers would ban the devices, other would take a non-
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confrontational route and allow students to use them. Sorrentino’s approach to the issue is a good
example of adapting to the demographic changes by embracing an emic aspect of a culture in
order to further understand a subject.
Using associative devices to help students learn is a common technique for academia to
employ. Mnemonics have often time been used to help people memorize formulas in math and
lines in plays. Sorrentino indirectly points this out stating, “My students love and live for music.
They want their favorite music to be playing at all times and have most rap songs memorized.
Some of my students enjoy writing their own lyrics or free styling to beats, but find no real
connection to poetry, for the idea of poetry seems so far from the lyrics they love” (Sorrentino
2011). Acknowledging that hip-hop/rap music is as much a part of the lives of the students she
works with signifies that a core shift in the pedagogical conditioning of teaching has indeed
taken place. However, what Sorrentino suggested is not at all original. In fact, the proposal reads
almost exactly as in the 1995 film Dangerous Minds. However, this does not take away from the
legitimacy of its implications nor does it negate the fact that hip-hop/rap is important to
connecting with young minds.
Even though Sorrentino’s program was designed to be implemented in high school, the
concept still illustrates a compelling example of hip-hop/rap’s steady ascension to more than just
music. A quick internet search of “Hip-hop studies degrees” did yield a Bachelor of Science
Degree at Loyola University and a minor at Columbia College in Chicago and one graduate
certificate at the University of Colorado Boulder in the first search results, but that was all I was
able to find at the time. Columbia College in Chicago, Illinois, offers a Hip-Hop Studies minor
where students can deepen their understanding by connecting to hip-hop through a blend of
hands-on experiences and thoughtful coursework. Students are offered courses in music, dance,
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business, art, radio, and cultural studies. They also connect with other students and experts in the
field through the program’s Hip-Hop Studies Symposium. Columbia’s Hip-Hop Symposium
allows students the chance to collaborate with classmates and visiting artists, scholars, and
practitioners.
One might wonder, with such an immersive program, why is this only offered as a minor
instead of a major? Columbia attempts to answer this question with a short blurb explaining that
“Hip-Hop is infused throughout Columbia’s culture.” The statement goes on to explain that as a
minor the program is meant to deepen the understanding of hip-hop history, theory, and practice
and enhance the ability to interact ethically and responsibly with hip-hop culture. However, I
believe the answer is much simpler than that. Columbia College is a private nonprofit institution
located in the heart of Chicago. According to its Fall 2021 Student profile report, its total
enrollment is just over 6700 student including graduates (see Figure 1). Out of the total
enrolment of undergraduate students, roughly 48% identify as minority students and 47%
identify as White Non-Hispanic (see Figure 2). Out of the sixteen academic departments, the
most popular is Cinema & Television Arts with roughly 21% of undergraduates enrolled in a
degree from that department. Compare this data with that of the Music department, which
represents 6% of undergraduate (see Figure 3). Given this data, and the detail that the Hip-hop
Studies minor is not directly connected with any department, we can assume that the interest of
the student population has not yet warranted the creation of a major as is evident by its 21-credit
requirement.
Columbia College is only one example of hip-hop/rap’s entry into the halls of academia
as a subject. This example may seem trite, but I chose this example for a few reasons. First,
Columbia College is in one of the hip-hop/rap epicenters, Chicago, home of some of the genre’s
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greatest artists. Second, it provides an example not commonly used, namely, the private institute
of higher learning. Often, to prove the relevance of an argument, examples of more famous and
familiar institutions will be used so that the reader can be reassured that what is being discussed
has some validity. While that is certainly a way to prove an argument, using Columbia College
helps to provide a much stronger base for support. Columbia College is an institute that seems to
function at the behest of the community it serves. There is not an overtly charged sense of
prestige that it seeks to maintain, nor does it seem to be a place that feels unattainable. Hiphop/rap may not be at the forefront of its culture as an institute, but the institute has made a
strong statement as to its importance as a subject to the future of the community it serves.
The next example in this chapter took me by surprise. The University of Colorado,
Boulder, offers a graduate certificate in Hip-Hop Studies. This certificate is open to all currently
matriculated graduate students at UC Boulder. It is not often when I discuss hip-hop/rap and the
state of Colorado, let alone Boulder, CO. Even in the context of UC Boulder it still seems a bit
out of place, unless someone is speaking about attending a party or perhaps a concert event. To
contrast with Columbia College, UC had an enrollment of roughly 5.8 times more students in
2020 that Columbia College had in 2021. According to UC’s website, Fall 2020 enrollment was
34,975. Undergraduate enrollment was 28,978, of which 6,326 were entering first-year students.
The number of new undergraduate transfer students who enrolled in Fall 2020 was 1,411.
Among the undergraduates, 46% identified as female, 59% as residents of Colorado and 28% as
racially/ethnically diverse (Black/African Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanics/Latinos,
American Indians and Pacific Islanders). Nearly 49% enrolled in the College of Arts and
Sciences, 19% in the College of Engineering and Applied Science, 13% in the Leeds School of
Business, 8% in the cross-college Program in Exploratory Studies, and 11% combined, enrolled
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in the College of Media, Communication and Information, the Program in Environmental
Design, the College of Music and the School of Education (University of Colorado Boulder).
UC’s population is much denser than that of Columbia College despite the location
difference. This can be attributed to UC being one of only 36 U.S. public research institutions in
the Association for American Universities (AAU), which makes this school very sought after.
Along with its past Big 12 status, many aspiring pro-athletes also consider this school to be their
first choice. However, I do find it interesting to see that UC offers a certificate in Hip-Hop
Studies which is only available to graduate students. One could say that again the student
population may not have merited enough interest in the subject to create a full curriculum
dedicated to the subject. In this case however, I believe that hip-hop/rap as an academic subject
was considered worthy enough to be incorporated on an even higher level—that is, not as a
degree, but in that the music, movement, and culture is regarded as important to representing the
institution’s mission as a national public research university.
Hip-hop/rap may not have very many degree programs yet, there is no denying its
importance academically as an interdisciplinary study. In “Framing and Reviewing Hip-Hop
Educational Research,” Emery Petchauer wrote, “Hip-hop has become relevant to the field of
education because of its implications for understanding language, learning, identity, curriculum,
and other areas” (Petchauer 2009). The article makes sure to point out that much of the
presentation of hip-hop/rap is a product of corporate selective fabrication that targets certain
demographics. Building off the violence that is often present in the music both real and
exaggerated is still a prominent factor in selling the product of hip-hop/rap. Petchauer also
mentions the way some scholars have labeled the genre as nihilistic and destructive. Even so, he
makes sure to contrast this with the observations of scholars like Boyd and Ginwright who
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praised hip-hop/rap as being prophetic, empowering and full of education potential.
It has been twelve years since that article was written and, like hip-hop/rap itself, the idea
of what is academic or scholarly has evolved with time. The (mis)representation of hip-hop/rap
by the commercial media is still prevalent, but access to creators and scholars in local spaces has
gained an audience to more critical analysis. I believe this is one of the biggest factors in its
expansion to academic and intellectual study. When Petchauer wrote this, he was actively
fighting against the perceptions of the genres negative stereotypes and explaining hip-hop/rap’s
relevance to the field of education.
I still firmly agree with the distinction he gives, though I would go further to say that hiphop/rap is now integral rather than merely relevant. Hip-hop/rap is being used more frequently
by educators centering the text of this music in high school settings in the name of culturally
responsive teaching and critical pedagogy, thus empowering the marginalized groups still present
in the socio-economic gaps that have become more exposed than ever. Hip-hop/rap exists as
more than a music genre, and always has. I believe, like Petchauer, that the creative practice of
hip-hop, along with its messages, are intertwined in the identity foundation that people envision
for themselves and the world around them. This includes Blacks', Latinos', and Whites' identities
all over the world. This process is fundamentally inherent in teaching as well as during one’s
development, and unquestionably during the collegiate stage of development.
At the time of his article’s publication, Petchauer wrote, “Currently, more than 100
institutions offer courses on hip-hop, with many universities offering multiple courses in various
departments.”6 (Petchauer, 2009). It is now 2021 and we can state with some certainty that this
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number has grown, especially when considering the expansion of scholarly research. Hiphop/rap as a subject is taught through the lenses of multiple disciplines including cultural studies,
sociology, political science, business and of course fine arts. Like the high art that is valued and
coveted as intellectually stimulating matter, hip-hop/rap is now being looked at with the same
degree of seriousness. Like high art, whether visual, sonic or literary, hip-hop/rap has become a
subject that we study and research using critical thought and analysis to help interpret the factors
that connect us as people.
I turn back to DJ Akademiks and cannot help but think how prescient it was that
Livingston Allen chose that name. Even if it was simply happenstance, something about the
cultural essence of hip-hop/rap can spark what seems to be a pre-cognizance that actualizes in its
practitioners. Performing hip-hop/rap, be it through song, dance, fashion or graffiti, at its essence
exists in the same depth of work. Virgil Abloh’s expansive approach to design can stand next to
Leonardo DaVinci’s Mona Lisa the same as Kendrick Lamar’s “Alright” can be analyzed next to
Chopin’s Nocturne Op. 9. Each of these examples are rich in pedagogy, expression, identity, and
culture, and are worthy of representation in higher education and scholarship.
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Chapter 4
Mama We Made It
Rolling Stone magazine is one of the most successful underground publications that
resulted from 1960s and 1970s counterculture. It remains a pinnacle platform for many creatives
today as they race forward composing art filled with their personal brand of uniqueness. When it
comes to hip-hop/rap music, these words may not be a part of that truth, yet somehow having
made it into and sometime on the front of this magazine evokes a grand feeling of validation for
the artist and for the culture. In this chapter I’m going to take it back, way back into time—well,
not too far back, more like roughly two decades, to 2004 to be exact. "Best of" lists are nothing
new, but Rolling Stone decided in 2004 to create a list that would cause ripples in the music and
art community. This was the 500 Greatest Songs of All Time, and it was a conversation starter.
The previous year (2003), Rolling Stone also created a list of the 500 Greatest Albums of
All Time in this same year. This was the list the motivated me to look deeper into this idea that
hip-hop/rap had really elevated itself to the status of high art. I was not surprised to find a good
number of black artists on the list, artists like BB King, Earth, wind and Fire and Funkadelic.
What did take me by surprise was the number of hip-hop/rap artists among the top 50 albums on
the list. At number 48 was Public Enemy It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back the
groups second album and often considered their most controversial. Even though this list was
updated in 2020, I still considered the original list to compare not only how many hip-hop/rap
albums appeared on it, but black artist in general at least in terms of the top 50. In 2003 there
were 13 albums by black artists and only 1 hip-hop/rap album. Of the 50 top albums of all time,
in the updated 2020 version 26% of them were by black artists and roughly 7.6% of that number
represented hip-hop/rap. I could not help but to ask myself why this was the case? Granted, the
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entirety of the list was not devoid of hip-hop/rap, but surely, out of 500 albums, only one could
break the top 50?
In 2004, I published my first research paper in The McNair Scholarly Review for Truman
State University. The title of that article was “The Influence of Hip-Hop on Japanese Youth:
Who Listens to Hip-Hop?” I was 23 years old and recently returned from my first time abroad
and second time on an airplane. Even though I had been an avid listener of the genre for 10
years, I was not an expert on hip-hop/rap by any means. It was not until I studied abroad in
Japan, and it was there I learned more about hip-hop culture than I had ever learned in my own
environment. I never read Rolling Stone before simply because I had no idea that the magazine
even covered hip-hop/rap music. I figured since it had the same name as the rock band then rock
was the music they covered. Naturally, I knew nothing of these lists, so this did not affect my
research at the time.
During my first research project I remember reading articles discussing how hip-hop/rap
music was spreading like fire in the upper-middle class among young white listeners—
specifically, how they were using the music to rebel against their authority figures or simply just
to connect to the coolness of black culture. Scholars like Tammie Kennedy and others discussed
this being possible, stating, “Due to the privileges associated with being White in America,
whiteness has become a subject matter that has been looked upon as being an impolite topic of
discussion among conservative Whites, thus buying into its ‘invisibility’” (Kennedy et. al. 2005).
At the time it was widely documented that studies consistently show that over 70% of hiphop/rap’s consumers were White (Blackshear 2005). Billboard’s year-end 2003 Top 100 list
included 40 hip-hop/rap artists, with the number 1 spot being held by 50 Cent. Of the top 50
spots on the list, 46% of those songs were by hip-hop/rap artists. So, how was it that 40% of that
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list consisted of hip-hop/rap at a time when the genre was more popular than almost any other in
the world, yet the Rolling Stone list only had 2% representation of the genre in its top 50 spots? I
can only speculate that this was due to the method in which Rolling Stone conducted its survey to
compose the list.
In the magazine’s September 22, 2020, article about the controversial list, they explain
their method of selecting the albums:
We received and tabulated Top 50 Albums lists from more than 300 artists, producers,
critics, and music-industry figures (from radio programmers to label heads, like Atlantic
Records CEO Craig Kallman). The electorate includes Beyoncé, Taylor Swift, and Billie
Eilish; rising artists like H.E.R., Tierra Whack, and Lindsey Jordan of Snail Mail; as well
as veteran musicians, such as Adam Clayton and the Edge of U2, Raekwon of the WuTang Clan, Gene Simmons, and Stevie Nicks. (Rolling Stone 2020)
We can assume that the same method was utilized in the 2003 iteration of this list as well. It can
also be supposed that during this time, many radio programmers, label heads, industry figures,
etc. may have been less diverse than the ones who were asked in 2020. Personal taste, biases,
political views and predominantly white power structures could have been major factors in
selecting certain music and artists. This is not to assume that these factors do not exist in those
who participated in the updated version, but with the recent social-political climate and more
push for diversity and inclusion, it could be implied that a more inclusive pool was considered.
Though this is only an assumption, it is one made only after analyzing the updated list for
data. On the 2020 list of the 500 Greatest Albums of All Time, the top 50 spots produce a
noticeable change in composition. In 2020 the top 50 spot on the list included 24 albums by
black artists. This represents 48% of the total top spots of this list, a significant increase of 22
percentage points from the original list in 2003. Of the 24 albums by black artists, 11 of them
were hip-hop/rap albums representing 22% of the top 50 spots. To contrast the previous iteration
of the list, number 50 on the list was Jay-Z’s The Blueprint followed by number 49, Outkast with
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Aquemini. Already this list has doubled the amount of hip-hop/rap in the first to spots compared
to that of the 2003 list. Some other great artist and albums in the top 50 were A Tribe Called
Quest with The Low End Theory, Notorious B.I.G.’s Ready To Die and Kendrick Lamar with To
Pimp a Butterfly. But perhaps the starkest contrast from the previous list is the original lone
survivor of that list, Public Enemy and their album, It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us
Back. This album jumped from number 48 to number 15 on the list really giving meaning to the
title of this paper by starting from the bottom, at least in terms of the top 50 spots. This is a 20
percentage point or 84.6154% increase in representation of hip-hop/rap on this list. Again, the
specific factors behind this increase may vary, but this still symbolizes a significant change in the
way this black sonic artform is now being looked at. Given these findings, I decided to look at
the 500 Greatest Songs of All Time to see if this phenomenon was present on that list as well.
As mentioned earlier, Rolling Stone compiled a separate list of the 500 Greatest Songs of
All Time which debuted in 2004. For this analysis I decided to take an account of all 500 songs
that appeared on the list but focusing on only hip-hop/rap songs. I believe it is important to the
discussion to look at the overall representation of black artists, but I chose to focus on hiphop/rap from this list because it would be more effective at showing its ascent to high art.
According to the editors, voters were asked to submit ranked ballots listing their 50 favorite
songs of all time. Votes were tabulated, with the highest-ranked song on each list receiving 300
points, the second highest 290 points, and so on down to 44 points for number 50. More than
4,000 songs received at least one vote (Rolling Stone 2021).
The list is segmented into lots of 50 songs for each page—for example, on the first page,
the lot is labeled 500-451. Voters consisted of representatives from artists, producers and
songwriters, radio and television industry professionals, journalists, Rolling Stone staff and
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outside contributors. Each category was accompanied by a list of names of each individual
person who contributed to the list of music (see Figures 4-7). This list of contributors is peppered
with some familiar respected artist and individuals, and now includes some currently popular
individuals as well. However, it is still unclear how many voters from the first cohort helped
compile both the 2003 and 2020 lists. Without specifically surveying each voter, it is difficult to
say whether this assortment of people had a specific impact on hip-hop/rap music’s appearance
on the list.
I continued to the article which described each song that made it on to the list. The
following are my findings from my work reviewing the top 500 songs on the 2004 list. Starting
from the first lot, 500–451, I found 2 hip-hop/rap songs in this range, Jay-Z with Big Pimpin’ and
Missy Elliott with Get Ur Freak On representing 4%. The second lot, 450–401 had a significant
increase in frequency with 10% or 5 songs representing hip-hop/rap. Lowest in this lot was 50
Cent with In Da Club follow by artists Salt-N-Pepa, Push It, Dr. Dre with Nuthin But a ‘G’
Thang, N.W.A.’s Fuck the Police and The Notorious B.I.G. with Juicy. Lots 3 had two songs
representing 4% with Eric B and Rakim’s Know You Got Soul and Dr. Dre and 2Pac’and 6
present the same findings with Afrika Bambaataa’s Planet Rock and M.I.A.’s Paper Planes,
tying with lot 1 at 4% representation. Lot 5, 300–251 yielded 4 songs representing hip-hop/rap
from artist Eminem, Run-DMC, Kanye West and topping this lot is Sugar Hill Gang Rapper’s
Delight or 8%. Lot 7, 200–151, held 6% of the spots in this range with 3 songs representing the
genre featuring Outkast’s Hey Ya!, Jay-Z’s 99 Problems, and Public Enemy with Bring the
Noise. For lots 4, 8 and 9 there was only one song each representing 2% of those ranges. Those
track were Public Enemy’s infamous Fight the Power, Beyoncé featuring Jay-Z with Crazy in
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Love and Gnarls Barkley’s Crazy. Lastly, lot 10 finished the review with the least number of hiphop/rap songs at zero spots in the range.
In 2004, though hip-hop/rap dominated popular music it did not seem to translate to this
list. It might be safe to say that factors that could contribute to this may have been the individual
who submitted their favorite songs had less of a personal connection with this genre. Even
though hip-hop/rap had made it way around the globe, popular music on an international level
was still dominated by rock—alternative rock and genres such as post-grunge, post-Britpop, nu
metal, pop punk, emo, post-hardcore, metalcore, and in some cases indie rock (Rockarchives
2021). Regardless of what might have been the reason for such a low number of hip-hop/rap
song on this list, the fact remains that out of the 500 Greatest Songs of All Time, only 21 of them
were hip-hop/rap (see Table 1). This accounts for 4.2% of the total songs chosen by the voters.
This can still be considered a significant showing as the genre and culture of hip-hop/rap had
only been in existence for a little over 30 years. In order to determine if hip-hop/rap culture is
truly making a case of ascending to more coveted status we must see how the genre has fared on
the latest iteration of this list.
I performed the same analysis on the updated 2021 song list as I did with the 2004. The
2021 list was segmented in the same format as the 2004 list with 10 lots each having 50 song
entries. I counted every instance of a hip-hop/rap song on the list and noted the percentage it
represented within that lot. The following data represents my findings for the 2021list of Rolling
Stone‘s 2021 500 Greatest Songs of All Time. In lot 1, 500–451, there were a total of 9 hiphop/rap songs placed in this range. This means 18% of this range of songs are in the hip-hop/rap
genre, a significant increase of 350% from lot 1 of the 2004 list. Starting of this list was Kanye
West’s Stronger at number 500 with Migos featuring Lil Uzi Vert with Bad and Boujee in the
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last spot of lot 1. In lot 2, 450–401, there were 8 hip-hop/rap songs representing 16% in this
range of the list, an increase of 6 percentage points. Though not as high as the last lists previous
lot, this represents a 60% increase for this range comparison. This list features a repeat from 50
Cent with In Da Club and Sugar Hill Gang’s Rapper’s Delight but adds some recent charttopping artist like Nicki Minaj with Super Bass and Meagan Thee Stallion featuring Beyoncé
with Savage (Remix). Lot 3 also clocked in at 16% representation of the genre giving this range a
significant increase of 300% from the 2004 list with Public Enemy making another yet another
appearance with Bring the Noise bookended by Ice Cube’s It was a Good Day closing out this
lot.
Lot 4, 350–301, was the lowest frequency recorded on this list, yielding 8%
representation of 4 hip-hop/rap songs. In the range we had features from Rhianna Featuring JayZ with Umbrella, Big Poppa by The Notorious B.I.G., Dr. Dre and 2Pac making another
appearance with California Love and Gnarls Barkly with Crazy. Even so, this is still a 300%
increase from the 2004 list. Lots 5, 6 and 8 all tied with 5 songs each or 10% representing hiphop/rap in their ranges. When compared to the 2004 list, each range also increased significantly
with lot 5 gaining 25%, lot 6 by 150% and lot 8 increasing by 400%. These ranges also featured
some repeats from artist like N.W.A with Straight Outta Compton and Eminem featuring Dido
with Stan. Lot 7, 200–151, is again one of the lower ranges in this list having only 3 songs from
the genre representing 6% and tying with the previous list range. Notably, Eminem shows up in
this lot right after his appearance in lot 6, this time with the song Lose Yourself. This was the
only range with no significant change from 2004 to 2021. I do not believe that any factor was at
play here and it was simply by chance that this occurred.
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For lot 9, 100–51, the number of hip-hop/rap songs present were 4 giving me 8% for this
range. This was a significant increase of 350% tying with lot 1 on the 2021 list. On this lot we
see another entry from Jay-Z with 99 Problems, UGK featuring Outkast with Int’l Players
Anthem (I Choose You), Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five with the groundbreaking song
The Message and Missy Elliott’s Work It ending out this ranges list of hip-hop/rap songs. Lastly,
I finished the analysis with lot 10, songs 50–1 which yielded 9 songs total tying with lot 1 as well
with 18%. This was by far the most significant change from the 2004 list. If we recall, lot 10 for
2004 had 0 hip-hop/rap songs represented in its range. Given the data gathered on lot 1 of the
2004 list and the equation of % change = (𝑉2−𝑉1)/ |𝑉1| ×100, because V1= 0 we cannot
calculate the percentage change (see Table 2). I can with certainty state that the value is greater
than 1700% and thus is a very significant change indeed.
I think back again to the 500 Greatest Albums of All Time list and remember saying that
Public Enemy’s jump from number 48 to 15 on that list really embodied the meaning of the title
of this paper by starting from the bottom, I believe I spoke too soon. On the 2004 list of 500
Greatest Songs of All Time, Public Enemy’s Fight the Power found itself at the 330th position,
relatively the bottom of that list. In the 2021 edition of this list Public Enemy’s politically
charged anthem finds itself at number 2 on the list and as the highest charting hip-hop/rap song
of all time. In essence, this song’s journey truly illustrates the title of this paper without a doubt.
It is evident, from these findings, that the consideration of hip-hop/rap music by the
industry and the professionals that debate music has changed great deal (see Table 3). If we
consider the quantity of hip-hop songs on both lists and their percentage change, then we cannot
quantifiably deny this. The total number of hip-hop/rap songs on the 2004 list totaled 21out of
500 songs representing 4.2% of the list. If we compare that number to the 2021 list of 58 total
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hip-hop/rap songs representing 11.6% of the list, we can see a significant percentage change of
176.19% over the span of 17 years. These analyses have shown that in the context of Rolling
Stone magazine, a moving force in the world of contemporary music, hip-hop/rap has progressed
in status among individuals who themselves control the power structure—individuals in the
industry, journalism and various other platforms which could include higher education. This
small study shows that among serious thinkers, creatives and businesspersons, hip-hop/rap is
more than just its controversial stereotypes and exotic otherness. It has hardened itself as a
cultural artform that represents much more than just a genre of music.
It may still be too early to definitively state that hip-hop/rap has succeeded in elevating
itself to the status of high art for good. Even so, I can within the framework of this data along
with other evidence in this paper state the following. Hip-hop/rap began as a voice for the
voiceless in a country built on the backs of the ancestors. It descended from its predecessors,
polyrhythmic dances and folk music of Sub-Saharan Africa, Negro Spiritual, Gospel, Ragtime,
Jazz, Rhythm and Blues, Soul and Funk. I have said before that hip-hop/rap is more than just
music, it is culture, it is expression. Building on the aforementioned five elements, it ends with
knowledge. Hip-hop/rap carries with it all the learned philosophies of its predecessors. KRS-One
said, “Once you know where you come from you then know what to learns,” coming from artist
whose first three letters in his name is an acronym which stands for “Knowledge Reigns
Supreme’.
Hip-hop/rap is built on the belief that people can take control of their lives through selfknowledge and self-expression. Knowledge influences style and technique and connects its
artists under a collective cultural umbrella. It interacts and intersects the world through its
history, values, and ideas, and adds intellectual power to support and inform its music and moves
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and its poetry and art. Most importantly, it allows for a shared experience against an uncertain
world. I believe this is what we are witnessing when we are seeing examples like Rolling Stone
paying more serious attention to the genre. When we see a world so heavily influenced by this
music that it permeates almost every facet of society such as fashion, politics, vernacular
entertainment and even food to name a few.
To close out this discussion I turn to a question from George Reynolds’ 1930 article in
The English Journal, “Why is it that art seems to continually need defending?” (Reynolds,
1930). He asked this question because he noticed that when we speak of education, we rarely
question the relevance of scientists, linguists and historians. We don’t fail to give them respect
for their solid learning and rigor in which it has been attained—a sentiment I share with him
some 90 years later as I’m sure some others do when debating hip-hop/rap. Why is there still a
struggle to acknowledge this subject as essential in the development of critical thinking? We
have already seen it being assimilated into curriculum in primary educational institutions and we
have more than enough research touting its achievements while rising above its perceived
negative stereotypes. If one so chooses, they can now achieve a certificate from a higher
education institution in the study of hip-hop/rap, a feat that was unheard of little more than 10
years ago. To say that hip-hop/rap has made progress would be an understatement. In the four
decades of hip-hop/rap’s existence, it has survived attacks from socio-economic and systematic
oppression, the war on drugs, counterculture initiatives and countless attempts of appropriation.
Hip-hop has not only thrived in this condition, but it has ascended to a position that insists it is
now as much a part of human creative and educational culture as any other scholarly deemed
discipline. I end this paper by looking back at its title and quoting the 2013 anthem by hiphop/rap artist Drake: “Started from the bottom, now we’re here, Started from the bottom, now
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my whole team fuckin’ here.” If the ascension of hip-hop/rap as an artform were to have a chant
characterizing its short but rigorous journey, I could think of no better words then these.
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Figure 3. Breakdown of enrolled students by department at Columbia College.
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Figure 4. Artists, Songwriters and Producers who contributed to Rolling Stone’s 2021 list of the
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Figure 5. Radio, Record Label and Entertainment Industry Individuals who contributed to
Rolling Stone’s 2021 list of the 500 Greatest Songs of All Time.

Figure 6. Individual Journalists who contributed to Rolling Stone’s 2021 list of the 500 Greatest
Songs of All Time.
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Figure 7. Rolling Stone Staff and Non-Affiliated Individuals who contributed to Rolling Stone’s
2021 list of the 500 Greatest Songs of All Time.
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